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Screenshots of the GUI

connectTV Integration

EPG services:

The PVR system is prepared for the connectTV services offered by DiscVision. These services ease the handling of the overall PVR system
and provide a new level of service quality to the user. Some of the connectTV services are: 

Provision of managed EPG (currently supported for Germany only)
containing pictures, text and recommendations for the TV program. 
Updated EPG: Update of EPG after every change provided by
broadcasters is done (using IP network)

Extended Home support:
Access to media (audio, photo, ..) that is stored on the PVR from
any Internet station. 
Scheduling of recordings via connectTV portal, Access to recording
status

Hardware Platform

Segmentation / Annotation:
Segmentation of recordings can be done on PVR
(jump markers can be set) 
Segmentation information can also be generated by PVRpilot
PC software
Segmentation information can be uploaded to connectTV portal
database and provided in this way to other users for download 
Annotation of recordings: User can identify scenes that are
typical for that recording, assign pictures to specific phases of
the recording and provide comments jump and chapter
segmentations. (done using PVRpilot PC software)

Single tuner DVB-S2 PVR platform (twin tuner DVB-S2 available later in 2009) 
Support of HD reception (H.264) and archiving on external USB2.0 HDD
or USB stick. 
Support of HDMI interface, 576p, 720p, 1080i 
Intgrated DVB-CI interface with dual CI slot 
Communication interfaces: USB2.0 host interface, Ethernet 10 / 100 MBit/sec 
TV interfaces: HDMI 1.1, SCART-TV, SCART-VCR, Chinch

Remote maintenance:

Key Functionality

Single tuner DVR recording on external USB2.0 hard disk or external PC share.
Support of timeshift on all possible recording devices 
Recording of a TV program in parallel to live TV access to another program on
the same multiplex. 
Various recording functionalities: recording from EPG, recording defined by
timers, keyword, or genres 
EPG: based on DVB-SI information or Managed EPG provided by external
partners (e.g. Axel Springer Digital TV Guide GmbH, www.as-guides.com) 
Home Networking support by UPnP AV server, client and control integration
allowing interfacing with other vendors UPnP media renderer. 
Segmentation, Markers and annotations can be generated on the DVR system
or using external tools. 
PVRpilot PC software allows streaming of live TV and recordings from the DVR
to the PC client as well as the DVD archiving of recordings using the PC

Access to status information and logging information via
IP connection 
Remote control of PVR system (from the connectTV portal page)

Content services: 
Amazon access on TV: Linkage from Managed EPG to Amazon
pages 
Picasa photo library support: Access to own photo archive and
public pictures of worldwide Picasa users 
Access to Youtube H.264 video contents. 
E-mail services and e-mail notification. 
News services based on RSS feeds. Selection of RSS feeds on
personal web site that is linked to the PVR system
(connectTV portal page)

Content services:
Amazon access on TV: Linkage from Managed EPG to Amazon pages 
E-Mail services and e-mail notification. 
News services based on RSS feeds. The feeds that terminate on
the PVR are selected using the connectTV portal 
MediaMall services allows transparent and provider independent
access to popular Internet video portals

Internet service - E-Mail

Internet service - Amazon

VoD Service Integration

Progressive download mechanism for fast and reliable access to VoD contents 
Access to 500+ video items. The content library is permanently extended
Catch-Up TV (ZDF Mediathek) 
Seamless integration of VoD service into the UI of the PVR systems 
Copyright protection of the video content assured by SecureMedia DRM system

The PVR system is prepared for the VoD service provided by ITV solutions GmbH.
The VoD service provides the following features:

Own media files 

DiscVision GmbH and the department of Computer Science of the  
Hochschule Osnabrück present the results of their cooperation 
project NG-PVR (Next-generation PVR) on the CeBit 2011 in 
Hannover. 

The major innovation that is shown there is a “social recommen-
der“ system that was developed by Hochschule Osnabrück and 
DiscVision on the basis of the digital satellite receiver eviado.  

The eviado digital satellite receiver is a hybrid receiver, i.e. 
combines the delivery of broadcast content via the DVB system 
with the delivery of web and video information via IP. In this 
way, the eviado system integrates a web portal that connects to 
a large number of web services that are tailored to the TV screen 
using CE-HTML. In addition to this, the eviado platform integra-
tes the intelligent recommender system „watchmi“ that automa-
tically selects those TV programs that are of highest interest for 
the end users and therefore frees the users from time consuming 
programming of the PVR. 

This automatic recommender is accompanied by the social TV 
recommender that uses available social networks like Twitter 
and Facebook and allows for the user to program the PVR of the 
friends on Facebook if they allow this. Thus, using a web site 
or an iPhone application, it is possible to schedule recordings 
on the own PVR at home or on the PVR of the Facebook friend 
is a very comfortable way. Using twitter communication, it is 
possible to announce to all followers that a selected program is 
interesting for a user. The followers can then also schedule this 
recording on their PVR. Alternatively it is possible to program 
the recording of a certain program directly on a set of follower 
PVRs if they allow this. Using this functionality it is possible to 
set up Twitter accounts that propose interesting TV programs of 
a certain kind. All followers are automatically informed and / or 
get their PVR scheduled with those recordings that are selected 
by the specific user. In this way, some oppinion leaders can 
organize virtual recording channels which can be activated by 
users and allow them to get their PVR automatically programmed 
in this way. 

The social recommender is currently available as an iPhone  
application that will be provided end of march in the iPhone 
shop for use in combination with the eviado hybrid PVR system. 

The technical backbone of the remote access to the STB at home 
from the iPhone or from a web page is based on the connectTV 
technology of DiscVision GmbH. The connectTV system allows 
for a transparent access from a remote server to the installed 
STB systems within the users home without any change on the 
IP network connection of the user. In this way, it is possible 
to remotelly schedule recordings on the STB but also perform 
maintenance jobs on the STB by  the system vendor. The con-
nectTV technology will be integrated in more mobile devices like 
iPhone, iPad and Android devices in the coming months. 

Visit us in hall 9 on boot B24  
(Gemeinschaftsstand Niedersachsen, exhibit 6) 

eviado on Hybrid STB system features: 
PVR-ready system based on STi7105 | Twin Tuner PVR-ready receiver |  
Support of DVB-S2 (DVB-C and DVB-T2 in preparation) | 3 x USB 
Host interface for the connection of storage devices | Dual Flash 
Memory concept (small boot flash, large NAND flash) | Integrated 
WLAN (802.11n) | Ethernet 10 / 100 MBit/sec Interface | HDMI | 
SCART | Support of CI+ / HD+ | eSata Interface 

Web portal showing various information services  
from the Internet 
All services designed in a way that fits to TV | Support of strea-
ming media from various services | Information and communica-
tion services are provided using Opera Devices web browser 

HbbTV support 
Integrated Opera Devices browser | HbbTV implementation  
according to ETSI HbbTV specification 

connectTV - Remote Access to STB / PVR system 
Access to the PVR at home from any Internet browser and mobile 
phone | Access to the EPG, scheduling of recordings, control of 
recordings | Access to pictures and MP3 content stored on the PVR


